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“MYLOADS” Major Components 

Original formulation of  the parametrical mesh quality 
requirements for Hooke’s  non-linear elastic systems  – “MAPT”  

“ MAPT3D”  -  adaptive, 9 nodal stars, “unleashed”, but fully structural grids. 
 Most of the constrain satisfied, no MAPT topology life span deployed yet.      

Deployment  of “MAPT” principles  for FEM  HSCT model wing trade studies  & 
singularity fixes,  following  only [ I ]  

“MAPT3D” –  solid grid, but strength/strain Young’s modulus constrains are violated in [II]  

“MAPT3D” – nests are fully controlled, but  no  [3]  & [4] constrains 

[II]
[  
(II) 

“MAPT3D” – 4-stars only but aspect ratio |dL| < .3 satisfied. Poles are nailed  

“MART” 2D unstructured stars elements quality  pairs,  using  (I)*:   

(I*) 

1. Estimate and optimize model sub- domain operations, requested 
memory and communication time among available 
processors(IPC), based on known operations and rapid HPC /IPC  
facilities tests (TFU); 

2. To be able automatically analyze and reconfigure model 
algorithms for the arbitrary given clusters and core connectivity , 
with a respect of binary  virtual tree of coarse grain model 
parallelism; 

3. Provide  an ability to generate, dynamically update and execute by 
the model TAT (task allocation table), based on 1 & 2; 

4. Implement effective domain partition algorithms, counting on 
unexpected additional operations during run-time modeling 
operations ( such as precipitation or other critical events) 

5. Manage dynamically reserved computing resources, I/O, data 
storages, work load balance requirements and communication 
buffers during OPS modeling with parallel evaluation of TFU 
associations and  dynamically modified time-memory validation 
functional 

Objectives of the “MYLOADS” Load Balancing Development  

Experience:  MAESTRO Initial partitions, domain and operations 
decomposition   

Scalability & super- elements 
 decomposition studies 

Time Memory  Functional  
optimization 

Optimized TAT mapped in 4 
processors 

Optimized TAT mapped in 2 
processors - control 

Testing 
Facilities  
Usage 

Multi- Frontal Initial partition 
algorithm 

Initial TAT mapped in 4 
processors 
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